The Green, The Red, And The Spicy

by Michael L. Hall, Ph. D.
Chile! In beer? Nothing strikes more fear into the hearts of beer judges than the words chile beer. “That one will definitely have to be judged last in the flight—wouldn’t want to ruin our palates, would we?”

What would possess a brewer to deliberately put hot chile peppers into a perfectly good beer, and why would anyone drink it? Let’s peel this chile and see.

Why Brew with Chiles?

In New Mexico, where the official state question is “red or green?” it’s just natural to want to put chile in beer. Red or green refers to your choice of chile to be slathered on top of your meal. Appropriate answers also include “Christmas,” in which case you receive both. New Mexican cuisine constitutes an homage to the chile plant, with dishes such as carne adovada (hunks of pork stewed in red chile sauce), chile re-llenos (whole green chiles stuffed with cheese, battered and deep fried) and huevos rancheros (a fried egg or two served on a blue corn tortilla, smothered in red or green chile), to say nothing of the more pedestrian enchiladas, tamales, burritos and tacos.

“Chile,” by the way, is the preferred spelling in New Mexico. “Chili” is that eastern/Texan concoction of tomatoes, beans and meat, and “chilli” is the spice powder mixture that contains ground chile and other things like cumin. Sure, chili is good in its own right, but that’s not what we’re talking about.
nullify a burning tongue and keep people from quickly understanding the desire to infuse beer with chile except for the tourist who wants a chile beer in their mouth immediately, without making you want to cut out their tongue. There is even some variation in the way the burn comes through: some chile beers have an afterburn in the back of your throat after you swallow, others have a sneaky, slow-growing burn that is only evident after a half pint or so.

The color characteristics of chile beers are strangely consistent, as if New Mexicans had subconsciously followed the prescriptions of Belgian monks. Green chile beers are usually pale, with either a wheat beer or pale ale as a base. But red chile beers are usually a variation on the brown ale theme.

Chile beers uniformly have poor head retention because of the chile's oils. Often pale chile beers will show a haze, but this depends on how the peppers were added and whether or not the beer was filtered. A good chile beer will have a prominent chile aroma, but common flaws include a vegetable smell and/or a sour taste, depending on the way the chiles were processed. You can choose to enhance the pleasant aromas of smokiness (from the roasting process), earthiness and roasted grain in chile beers as well.

**Chile Characteristics**

The genus *Capsicum* is comprised of various peppers, from the innocuous green bell pepper and pimento to the searing Scotch bonnet and habanero. Columbus was the one who started the confusion.

---

More acres of chile are grown in New Mexico than in all the other states combined, and more chiles are consumed in New Mexico per capita than in any other state. You might think it's the pain-killing endorphins produced by the brain that nullify a burning tongue and keep people coming back for more, and you wouldn't be completely wrong. But New Mexicans are quick to tell you that it is also the flavor of the chile that they crave. I guess there is no simple explanation for the desire to infuse beer with chile except for the uncontrollable urge to put chile into everything. All that is left is to determine how to do it well.
Green chiles, the younger fruits, are flame roasted until the skin is blistered and blackened. The aroma of freshly roasted chiles from street-side vendors is a familiar autumn experience that draws customers like moths to a flame.

New Mexican chile beers are most commonly made with—surprise—New Mexican green and red chiles. The chiles come from the same plant, but are picked at different stages of maturity. Green chiles, the younger fruits, are flame roasted until the skin is blistered and blackened. The aroma of freshly roasted chiles from street-side vendors is a familiar autumn experience that draws customers like moths to a flame.

After roasting, the chiles are put into plastic bags to “sweat,” which helps to
loosen the skin. Once cooled, you can peel and freeze chiles, or leave the skin on for removal later. Green chiles freeze well, and frozen chiles are preferred to canned ones, which often have acidic overtones. Green chiles come in varieties carefully bred and crossbred through the years. Varieties include New Mexico No. 6, Española, Chimayó, Sandia and the popular Numex Big Jim.

Red chiles are the mature fruits of the same plant, and are typically used in a dried form. The whole chiles are strung closely together to form a ristra, which serves as both chile storage and decoration. You can pluck dried whole red chiles right off the ristra and reconstitute as needed. The dried chiles also can be ground to make red chile powder.

**The Green**

Steve Eskeback, who has been brewing green chile beers since before 1989 when he won the best of show prize at the New Mexico State Fair with one, believes that a lighter beer is necessary to show off the flavors of the green chile. He originally started out with Charlie Papazian’s recipe for “High Velocity Weizen,” but like any brewer, he eventually made some modifications.

Of course, the biggest change he made was adding green chiles. After some experimentation, he found he could achieve consistent flavor by “dry-hopping” with green chiles—that is, adding the peppers after the beer is finished fermenting. Eskeback puts the chiles in a grain bag for easy removal; contact time is limited to about a week. Scott Moore and Andrew Leith at Rio Grande Brewing Co. in Albuquerque use a similar method to insinuate green chile into their beer, and then they filter to get a crystal clear finished product.

You have several choices when it comes to chiles for brewing. Hands down, the best kind of green chile to use is fresh roasted. Don’t bother peeling the pods—the roasted skins contribute a smoky flavor to the brew. Second best is roasted chile that you’ve purchased from a street vendor and frozen. In fact, frozen fresh-roasted chiles may even be preferred because freezing breaks the cell walls in the chile, which releases more pepper essence. If you can’t get roasted green chile from a neighborhood vendor, a convenient substitute is commercially frozen chopped green chiles—in New Mexico everyone uses Bueno (www.buenofoods.com). As a last resort use canned green chiles. Although they are more readily available, they sometimes have a disagreeable acidic flavor.

When working with chiles, it is a good idea to wear gloves to protect your hands from the capsaicin, and be sure not to touch your eyes or other sensitive areas. The oil will burn.

**The Red**

Dark beers with some residual sweetness seem to stand up better to red chile flavors. Brandon Santos at the Embudo Station Brewpub uses a brown ale for his base beer, and Guy Ruth of Dry Gulch Brewpub in Albuquerque has experimented with Scotch ales and bocks—even dopplebocks—as the base beer.

Red chile beers make use of the dried form of the chile. You can get whole chile pods separately, or pull one off a chile ristra. The dried chile is usually reconstituted in some manner for cooking, but that is not necessary when adding it directly to beer. Cut the chile into small pieces or crush it by hand, then put it directly into the beer. Ruth uses the “dry-hopping” method and leaves the chiles in the beer for about two weeks. Santos puts the chiles into the boiling kettle and sparges the hot wort on top of them—first-wort chiles! The chiles get boiled with the hops and strained out at the end of the boil, which allows for a more complete removal that may improve chill (chile?) haze.

It is also important to use good quality chiles to start with—I recommend using whole dried New Mexican red chiles. If you can’t get them locally, there are a few places to mail order a ristra, including www.ChileTraditions.com. You might even be able to make a beer with red chile powder, but that could cause sparging problems depending on your set-up.

**The Spicy**

Many other chiles can be used in beer, including the small but potent pequin, the...
fiery jalapeño and the serrano, a slightly milder and meatier substitute for the Thai dragon. Many chiles are higher on the Scoville scale than New Mexican chiles, so dramatically scale back the amounts used in recipes unless you are trying to create a universal solvent.

Ancho and pasilla chiles have flavors reminiscent of raisins; habañeros have a very fruity, apricot-like flavor; and chipotles (ripe red smoked jalapeños) offer a smoky overtone.

In addition to the dry- and first-wort “hopping” techniques, you can slice and insert smaller chiles into individual bottles at bottling time. Doing this allows experimentation with just a few bottles, but can lead to long contact times and very hot beer. If you are faced with a too-fiery beer, dilute with more beer.

**Chile Mead**

Being a meadmaker living in New Mexico, I decided that I needed to make a green chile mead. I pasteurized the green chiles along with the honey-water must and left them in the fermenter until the first racking. There was no need to add yeast nutrients because the chiles provided them. I then followed my usual technique for a sweet still mead: add part of the honey, ferment until dry, add sodium benzoate to kill the yeast, add remaining honey, rack between the steps.

The resultant mead was sweet, with lots of green chile flavor and a slight, building burn in the back of the throat. I considered it to be a metheglin rather than a melomel because the chiles added little or no fermentables and effectively played the role of a spice. The sweetness provided a good balance for the heat, but not enough for some of my friends.

**Afterburn**

Brewing with chile peppers adds an interesting dimension to your beers and meads. Use fresh ingredients whenever possible, make a good underlying beer and go easy on the heat to ensure a concoction that will have everyone coming back for more.

---
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